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Abstract. Automated motion reconstruction of the left ventricle (LV) from 3D echocardiography provides insight into myocardium architecture and function. Low image quality and artifacts make 3D ultrasound image processing a challenging problem. We introduce a LV tracking method, which combines textural and structural information to overcome the image quality limitations. Our method automatically reconstructs the motion of the LV contour (endocardium and epicardium) from a sequence of 3D ultrasound images.
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Introduction



The analysis of myocardium deformation provides insight into the heart’s architecture and function. Medical imaging techniques, such as MRI, CT and recently 3D ultrasound, allow the acquisition of dynamic sequences of 3D images (3D+T) during a complete cardiac cycle. Processing these images can provide quantitative measurements such as strain, wall thickening, torsion, volume and ejection fraction, which can be used to evaluate the elasticity and contractility of the myocardium. For instance, an ischemic or infarcted segments of the heart are typically associated with reduced regional elasticity and contractility. Such measurements may also serve as earlier sub-clinical markers for ventricular dysfunction and myocardial disease [1,2]. 3D echocardiography provides an attractive alternative to MRI and CT because of its portability, bedside applicability, low cost, and safety beneﬁts [1]. Despite certain advances in technology, 3D ultrasound images are still of low quality with many artifacts, such as attenuation, speckle, shadows, and signal dropout. A relatively small amount of research has been done in motion analysis from 3D echocardiography [3,4,5]. Montagnat and colleagues [4] develop a 3D model-based ultrasound segmentation; the method ﬁlters the image by (4D) anisotropic diﬀusion and ﬁts the LV model to the high intensity gradients. Sanchez-Ortiz and collaborators [5] use multi-scale fuzzy-clustering method together with phase-based acoustic feature detection to ﬁt the LV model. We call such methods, which incorporate a model-based boundary segmentation, structure based methods. N. Ayache, S. Ourselin, A. Maeder (Eds.): MICCAI 2007, Part II, LNCS 4792, pp. 428–435, 2007. c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007 
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Low image contrast of 3D echocardiography makes the LV boundaries challenging for segmentation. Instead of tracking the LV boundaries, speckle tracking was proposed to analyze myocardium deformation [6,7]. Speckle is a texture pattern formed by the interference of the backscattered echoes produced by ultrasonic scatterers in tissue and blood. The speckles follow the motion of the myocardium and remain fairly constant when the temporal sampling rate is adequately high, which makes tracking possible. We call such methods, which incorporate ultrasound beam amplitude/phase, postprocessed intensity or its transformations, texture based methods. We present a method for tracking the LV motion, given a time sequence of 3D ultrasound images. We use two sources of information for tracking: textural and structural. We use textural information (e.g. speckle intensity) to align two consecutive images. We use structural information to assure that alignment using textural information locates the LV contour at the heart boundaries. Thus, we seek the position of the LV contour in the next time volume, so that its texture coinsides with the texture of its previous position, and so that its location is on the heart’s boundary. The implementation of our method has a low computation complexity, which is desirable in clinical settings. Combining textural and structural information can greatly improve the accuracy of the motion tracking in 3D ultrasound imaging.
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Combining Textural and Structural Information



Consider two 3D ultrasound images, It (x, y, z) and It+1 (x , y  , z  ), obtained at time t and t + 1 respectively. Assume an initial boundary segmentations of the LV endocardium and epicardium are available at time t. These two boundaries deﬁne the LV contour Ct . Boundary initialization is itself a complicated problem; we will describe a procedure in Section 3.4. For tracking, our goal is to ﬁnd the contour position Ct+1 at time t + 1. Using the textural information, we register image It with It+1 and use the resulting transformation to transform the initial contour Ct to its new position Ct+1 . The goal of image registration is to ﬁnd the underlying transformation T : (x, y, z) → (x , y  , z  ) that maps any point of one image into its corresponding point in the other image. In our implementation, we use image intensity as a textural representation of the images; other features, such as image gradient or moments, are also appropriate. Using the structural information, we want to align the contour Ct to the high intensity gradient region of the image It+1 . We adopt the active contour segmentation approach [8], while using the same FFD transformation T (Ct+1 = T (Ct )) as for the image registration. The motion of left ventricle is complex. We choose a Free Form Deformation (FFD) model [9] to parameterize the transformation T . FFD has been successfully used for non-rigid medical image registration [10] and for tracking of cardiac MRI [11]. The basic idea of FFD is to deform a 3D object by manipulating a mesh of control points. Since FFD is volumetric transformation, we can transform
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T −→



? (a)



(b)



Fig. 1. Schema of the method. (a) Given two 3D ultrasound images It and It+1 , and the initial position of the contour Ct , ﬁnd the contour position Ct+1 . (b) We use FFD to parametrize the transformation T by a mesh of control points (+). By manipulating the control points positions, we want to solve two tasks simultaneously: to deform the image It to align it with It+1 , and to deform contour Ct to align it to the high intensity gradient region of the image It+1 .



several objects (e.g., 3D image, endocardium and epicardium contours) simultaneously with a single FFD. The main advantage of FFD is that the complex non-rigid transformation is deﬁned by a small number of parameters (control points positions). Our tracking method is a joint non-rigid image registration and active contour segmentation, where we use a single FFD parametrization of transformation T . We minimize the energy function E = Etext + λEstruct



(1)



where Etext is a non-rigid image registration objective function that represents a texture based tracking, and Estruct is an active contour energy function that represents a structure based tracking. Parameter λ represents a trade-oﬀ between the textural and structural information inﬂuences. Figure 1 illustrates the schema of the method.
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Method



3.1



Non-rigid Image Registration Using FFD



We use FFD framework [9,10] to parametrize the non-rigid transformation T . We denote the image volume as Ω = {(x, y, z)|0 ≤ xn ≤ N, 0 ≤ ym ≤ M, 0 ≤ zk ≤ K}. We place a nx × ny × nz mesh of equally spaced control points pi,j,l over the image domain. The number of control points deﬁnes the complexity of the transformation. Then, the transformation T is a 3D tensor product of the 1D cubic B-splines: (x , y  , z  ) = T (x, y, z; p) =



3  3  3  k=0 m=0 n=0



Bk (ux )Bm (vy )Bn (wz )pi+k,j+m,l+n (2)
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where i = x/nx  − 1, j = y/ny  − 1, l = z/nz  − 1, ux = x/nx − x/nx , vy = y/ny − y/ny , wz = z/nz − z/nz , and Bk represents the k th B-spline basis function: B1 (u) = (1 − u)3 /6



B2 (u) = (3u3 − 6u2 + 4)/6



B3 (u) = (−3u3 + 3u2 + 3u + 1)/6



B4 (u) = u3 /6



Putting all control points in a matrix Pnx ny nz ×3 , we can rewrite Eq. 2 as X = T (X, P) = BP



(3)



where BMN K×nx ny nz is a sparse matrix of basis function values with M N K ×64 non-zero elements. We precompute the matrix B taking advantage of the known 3D grid structure of digital images. Matrix XMN K×3 denotes the coordinates of all voxels in the image It . We want to align image It with It+1 by minimize the following energy function: Etext (P) =



N,M,K 



(It+1 (T (xn , ym , zk , P)) − It (xn , ym , zk ))2 =



n,m,k=0







(It+1 (T (X, P)) − It (X))2 =







(It+1 (BP) − It )2



(4)



where It+1 (BP) represents a column vector of image intensities at coordinates X = BP, and summation is over all image voxels. Little attention has been paid to image registration for 3D echocardiography motion analysis [12]. To our best knowledge, this paper is the ﬁrst that applies FFD for 3D echocardiography non-rigid registration and motion tracking. 3.2



Active Contour Segmentation



We use structural information to assist the image registration process by applying the active contour approach [8] to align the contour Ct to the high intensity gradient region of the image It+1 . We use the same transformation T as for the image registration to parametrize the contour deformation: Ct+1 = T (Ct , P). The active contour moves to minimize its energy function, which consist of internal and external energy. The internal energy keeps the active contour smooth; the FFD parametrization of T innately constrains the contour motion by construction [11]. The external energy has lower intensity values at the desirable position of the active contour. For the external energy, we use a negative gradient norm of 3D ultrasound images preprocessed by 3D anisotropic diﬀusion [13]. This way we remove the texture information, preserve the contrast, and emphasize the boundaries [4]. To reduce the computational complexity, we discretize the initial contour Ct and precompute the B-splines basis function values in the matrix D. We minimize the energy function:    Ft+1 (Ct+1 ) = − Ft+1 (T (Ct , P)) = − Ft+1 (DP) (5) Estruct (P) = − where Ft+1 denotes the feature-map of the image It+1 .
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LV contour tracking – – – –



Initialize the contour C1 in the ﬁrst volume (Sec. 3.4) Uniformly allocate the mesh of B-splines control points P over the image domain. Precompute B-splines matrices B and D. For t = 2 : T (through all volumes): • Minimize the objective function (Eq. 6) with respect to control points positions Pt , using the steepest descent method (Sec. 3.3). • New contour position is Ct = DPt Fig. 2. Pseudo-code of LV contour tracking in 3D ultrasound image sequence



3.3



Optimization



To minimize the energy function in Eq. 1, we rewrite it as   E(P) = (It+1 (BP) − It )2 − λ Ft+1 (DP)



(6)



Taking the gradient of the function with respect to P, we obtain ∂E(P) = 2BT [It+1 (T (X, P)) − It (X)]∇It+1 − λDT ∇Ft+1 (T (X, P)) ∂P



(7)



We use a steepest descent optimization method to minimize the energy function. 3.4



Contour Initialization



Our approach requires an initial contour segmentation Ct . We choose an approach similar to Bardinet et al. [11] to parametrize the LV contour. We start from two parametric half-ellipsoids, parametrized by 9 parameters: 6 parameters for rigid transformation and 3 for scaling. We use the active contour approach, similar to Sec. 3.2, to roughly prealign two half-ellipsoids to the endocardium and epicardium. Then we ﬁx the rigid motion and scaling parameters, parametrize both half-ellipsoids by a single FFD, and reﬁne the segmentation. The FFD, rigid and scaling parameters deﬁne the parametric form of the initial contour Ct . The contour is parametric, because parametric objects remain parametric after FFD. The FFD used for initial segmentation is not related to the FFD parametrization used in our tracking method. Once we obtain the initial segmentation Ct , all its parameters remain constant during tracking. We use another set of B-spline control points to parametrize transformation T . Furthermore, we discretize Ct to reduce computational complexity by precomputing the corresponding B-spline basis function values in the matrix D. We summarize our LV tracking method in Fig. 2.
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Results



We test the method on a set of 3D ultrasound sequences (3D+T) from openchest porcine hearts. The scans are acquired using Philips Sono 7500 with EKG
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Initial countour segmentation (Ct ).



Fig. 3. Boundaries initialization procedure. The ﬁrst column shows the segmentation results using two half-ellipsoids. Three perpendicular 2D cross planes are demonstrated. The second column shows the FFD reﬁnement of the segmentation. The last image shows the initial contour Ct .



gating. We use detected post-scan converted images with echo envelop signals, represented in the Cartesian coordinates. The spatial resolution is 160×144×192 voxels. Ten diﬀerent scans (3D+T) are taken from a single pig. Each scan consists of ten 3D volumes. We run the experiments for each of the scans. We implement the algorithm in Matlab, and test it on a Pentium4 CPU 3GHz with 4GB RAM. For the anisotropic diﬀusion parameters, we use exponential function with K = 0.2 and limit the number of iterations to 20 [13]. We put the FFD control points uniformly with 10 voxels spacing, which makes it a 16 × 15 × 20 mesh. We use the trade-oﬀ parameter λ = 0.1, which we found empirically to give the best performance. On average, the tracking algorithm between two volumes converges in less than 10 minutes and requires around 150 iterations. We show the initialization procedure for a particular scan in Fig. 3. First, we use the active contour approach described in Sec. 3.4 to segment the images using 2 half-ellipsoids parametrized by the rigid motion. Second, we use FFD to reﬁne the contour segmentation Ct . Having the initial contour, we track the LV position through the sequence. We show the recovered LV motion in Fig. 4. For validation, we deﬁne 12 points on endocardium and epicardium and manually track them across the sequence. We ask three interpreters to track the points manually, given its initial locations. We provide them with a tool to visualize and select the points for the arbitrary 2D cross section of 3D volume. The cross-expert variation is 0.6315 voxels, averaged over time. We use mean values of obtained points’ trajectories as a ground truth of the points motion. We compare our automated tracking against ground truth: The tracking error (averaged over all scans, volumes and number of speckles) is 1.0311 ± 0.6265 voxel.
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volume 1



volume 2



volume 3



volume 4



volume 5



volume 6



volume 7



volume 8



volume 9



volume 10



Fig. 4. The contour position found during the cardiac cycle (10 consecutive volumes). LV achieves the maximum contraction at volume 3, then the LV dilates (diastolic phase) up to the volume 9 and starts contracting again (systolic phase). Table 1. Mean-square-error (MSE) of tracking results using combined objective function, only textural, only structural or without registration Objective function Etext + λEstruct Etext Estruct without registration



MSE (voxels) 1.0311 ± 0.6265 3.2141 ± 1.3442 10.2571 ± 4.5941 17.2331 ± 5.1224



We also consider two extreme cases when λ = 0 or λ = inf, which correspond to textural information only or structural information only cases. For instance, with λ = 0, we optimize only the Etext objective function. We register all images and use the transformation to propagate the motion of the initial contour Ct . With λ = inf, we consequently segment the images starting form the initial contour Ct . We show the mean square error (MSE) of tracking results using only textural, only structural, both objective functions and without any registration (initial positions remain constant) in Table 1. Our experiments show that accurate motion tracking in 3D ultrasound beneﬁts from using both textural and structural information.
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Discussion and Conclusions



We present a method for LV motion tracking in 3D ultrasound. The method combines textural and structural information to overcome the low 3D ultrasound image quality. We use non-rigid image registration, parametrized by FFD,
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to take advantage of textural information. We also use model-based active contour segmentation to take advantage of structural information. We show the optimization algorithm for the joint non-rigid registration and segmentation. Our non-rigid image registration implementation uses a sum of squared differences similarity function, which implies a Gaussian noise assumption between the images. Other similarity functions, such as. those based on the Rayleigh multiplicative noise model, can also be used within this framework. We use 3D ultrasound B-mode images. The alternative of using radio frequency data may provide extra information in the axial direction, but the increased computation load may be prohibitive for real applications. Our method has a low computational complexity due to the FFD parametrization with precomputed basis function values for registration and segmentation. We demonstrate the performance of the method on 10 diﬀerent 3D echocardiography scans from open chest porcine hearts; the method shows accurate and robust performance.
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